Peak Management Service for Class A Customers
pTrackTM from Edgecom Energy - Manage your 5 peaks with the fewest number of
curtailments and save on Global Adjustment using Ontario’s ICI Program
The Global Adjustment (GA) portion of your Hydro
Bill keeps increasing - but it doesn’t have to.

Electricity Costs Continue to Rise

Take advantage of our expertise to
save on electricity costs.

Who Can Participate?

The ICI program allows large electricity users to save
10-40% on their total bill - our pTrackTM service allows
you to unlock these savings.

If your peak demand is above
500kW you are likely eligible.

Quick alerts make it as easy as
possible

Peak Day Alerts - Our alerts will let you know when you need to reduce
your energy consumption for maximum savings. Our proprietary software
maximizes your returns and minimizes the number of times you need to
curtail to hit the 5 peaks.
Monthly and Weekly Outlook - Receive a report every Sunday with the
chance of peaks for the week ahead.
Guaranteed Results - We are confident that we will nail the 5 peaks that’s why we offer a performance guarantee.

Our proprietary pTrackTM software utilizes the latest machine
learning, Game Theory modelling and A.I. techniques in
analyzing and predicting Ontario’s electricity grid in real time.

Our alerts are sent via text
message, email and automated
phone call. Your busy facility
operators don’t need to sit in front
of a computer tracking graphs all
day. We do the analysis and let your
team know when to take action.

How does pTrack work ?
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1 - UNDERSTAND HOW MUCH MONEY YOU CAN
SAVE

Putting a dollar value on your potential savings
is the first step. A preliminary audit will outline
the potential savings for your company.

2 - ANALYZE YOUR OPERATION AND FIND PEAK
REDUCTION OPPORTUNITIES

Analyzing your facilities’ peak demand and
historic load profile allows us to maximize your
curtailment strategy and savings opportunity.

pTrack Software - Your ICI advantage
Developed by a team of Data Scientists
from the University of Waterloo.
Analyzes and learns how others are
behaving and improves predictions
accordingly.
Utilizes the latest machine learning and
A.I. methods in analyzing and predicting
Ontario’s electricity grid in real time.
This allows GUARANTEED results with far
greater accuracy.
The result is higher $ savings for our
partners - with less eﬀort.

3 - KNOW WHEN THE PEAKS ARE AND REACT

Knowing when to reduce energy demand is the
key to maximizing the benefits from the
Industrial Conservation Initiative (ICI) program.
pTrackTM has a proven track record of
predicting and notifying of peak days with the
fewest number of curtailment notices.

An Energy Audit assessment from
Edgecom Energy will show you just
how much money you can save.

ABOUT US
Edgecom Energy is an energy management consulting firm that provides comprehensive energy
management solutions. Our team of experts has been involved in providing notification services and
curtailment strategies for Global Adjustment and ICI program since 2011.
Edgecom Energy also provides services for Energy Audits, Turnkey retrofit projects and SaveOnEnergy project
verification support for LDCs.

